Home Discomfort
Staying comfortable at home can be a challenge

According to Emerson’s consumer survey* on heating and cooling comfort, 76% of consumers aren’t comfortable in their own homes. This can be a problem when you consider that, on average, people spend 69% of their time at home.**
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- **Hot and Cold**: 61% of consumers say their home has some rooms that are too hot and some that are too cold.
- **Family Fight**: 38% admit to having family disagreements about comfortable temperature.
- **Something in the Air**: 25% say the air in their homes causes their allergies to act up.
- **Adjust their thermostats daily**: 48% say they adjust their thermostats daily.
- **Say their family battles are comfort vs. concerns over energy costs**: 18%.
- **Notice musty, moldy and humid air at home**: 24%.

Apply the Science of Livability

The heating and cooling experts at Emerson recommend air conditioning systems with two-stage modulation and Wi-Fi thermostats to help manage home temperature, air quality and overall comfort. To learn more, visit AC-HeatingConnect.com.

*Emerson conducted a comfort survey of nearly 500 consumers in October 2016.
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